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FOREWORD 
This volume is par t  of a ten-volume set that descr ibes  the mechanical and electro-  0 
mechanical sys t ems  of launch vehicle SA-8 and launch complex 37B that function e i ther  
during the prelaunch countdown or in the event of a launch cancellation. 
and electromechanical sys tems of the launch vehicle that function during flight are also 
de scr ibed . 
The mechanical 
The  ten-volume set is prepared for  the Functional Integration Section, Systems Inte- 
gration and Operations Branch, Vehicle Systems Division, P&VE Laboratory,  MSFC, 
by Systems Engineering Branch, Chrysler  Corporation Space Division under Contract 
NAS 8-4016. 
This  volume descr ibes  subsystems and components within launch vehicle SA-8 and on 
launch complex 37B that make up the LH2 fuel system. The information i s  presented 
three  sections: functional description, index of finding number,  and mechanical 
schematics .  The technical content reflects the functional system design information 
available on March 3 .  1964. 
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SECTION 1 
FUNCTIOXAL DESCRlPTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The LH2 fuel system supplies fuel to the S-IV stage propulsion system. A s  shown in 
figure 1-1, a portion of the system is physically located within the S-IV stage,  and the 
remaining portions a r e  located on launch complex 37B. The launch complex portions 
of the system include an LH2 fuel storage facility, t ransfer  line control equipment, and 
equipment for  controlling and monitoring fuel system operations. The S-IV stage 
portion of the system consists of a propellant tank that is divided into LH2 and LOX 
containers; sensing elements for determining system p res su res ,  temperatures ,  and 
LH2 container levels; and other components for controlling system pressurization and 
LH2 t r ans fe r  between the launch complex and the S-IV stage. 
Schematic diagrams a r e  provided in section 3 to  supplement the functional description 
of the system. 
functional description of components identified on the mechanical schematics.  
The index of finding numbers in section 2 provides a physical and 
1.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
Major functions of the LH2 fuel system are:  the s torage of LH2 to be used for filling 
the S-IV stage LH2 container,  the t ransfer  of LH2 between the LH2 s to rage  facility 
and the S-IV stage LH2 container, and the utilization of LH2 within the S-IV stage. 
Each of t hese  functions i s  discussed in the following paragraphs.  
1 . 2 . 1  LH2 Storage - LH2 storage i s  accomplished in th ree  operations: s torage 
facility purge, s torage tank filling, and s torage tank pressurization. The  operatiohs 
are initiated, controlled, and monitored at control equipment in the automatic ground 
control station (AGCS), launch control cen te r  (LCC), and the electrical  equipment 
house (EEH). 
Before the s torage tank i s  filled with LH2, the tank and associated l ines are purged 
with GN2 to prevent the formation of explosive mixtures of a i r  and hydrogen. 
iiig iiie Gii2 purge,  the s torage tank is purged with GH2 and filled with LH2 from 
mobile tankers.  
Follow- 
The s tored L,H2 remains in the storage tank until LH2 t r ans fe r  operations are initiated. 
During this  s torage period, s torage tank p r e s s u r e  is maintained at approximately 4 
psig. Excess p r e s s u r e  is vented t o  atmosphere. 
1.2.2 LH2 Trans fe r  - Transfer  operations include: prelaunch operations, postlaunch 
operations and launch cancellation operations. Prelaunch operations include S-IV stage 
LOX container pressurization, LH2 storage tank pressurization, t ransfer  line and S-IV 
stage cooldown, main fill, replenish,  and final topping. 
var ious operations necessary to depressurize the LH2 storage tank and remove residual 
- 
Postlaunch operations include 
0 
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L H 2  o r  GH2 froin transfer and storage facility lines. Since postlaunch operations 
a re  not p a r t  of the prelaunch countdoum, they a r e  discussed here only to the extent 
that they a r e  eiiiployed in the event of a launch cancellation. Launch cancellation 
operations may be initiatedduring o r  after L H 2  t ransfer  to the S-11’ stage and include: 
storage tank venting, S-IV stage L H 2  fuel container pressurizat ion,  S-11’ stage L H 2  
container draining, t ransfer  line \varinup, and t r ans fe r  line inerting. 
1 . 2 . 2 . 1  Prelaunch Operations. Prelaunch t ransfer  operations a r e  per formed to 
supply L H 2  to  the S-IV stage fuel container. The operations a r e  initiated, and moni- 
tored at the LH, control and L H 2  components panels in the LCC and a r e  controlled by 
Douglas A i r c r a k  Company ( DAC) propellant loading control equipment. 
prelaunch countdo\vn , the operations a r e  sequenced automatically; 
selection capabilities a t  the LII., I control panel enable manual sequencing o r  simulation 
of the operations. 
In a normal 
hoivever, mode 
The S-IV stage propellant tank and t r ans fe r  lines a re  purged to provide an inert  at-  
mosphere \vithin the S-IV stage and the t r ans fe r  line p r io r  to I,H3 Y t r ans fe r .  The purge 
medium is  helium (He) supplied from valve panel A (volume V). After passing through 
the stage and transfer l ines , the purge supplj- is vented to the launch facility burn pond. 
The S-11’ stage LOX container is  pressurized \z.ith He to approximately 48 psig to p r e -  
vent col1:ipsc of the LOX/LH2 bulkhead during LH,) I loading. 
The LH3 Y stoixge tank is pressurized p r i o r  to LH2 t r ans fe r  to provide the p r e s s u r e  
head necessary for t ransferr ing LH2 from the s torage tank to the S-n’ stage LH2 
container. Pressurization is accomplished by means of an LH2 vaporizer  that is 
supplied \\.ith LH2 draivn from the s torage tank and provides GH2 for tank pressurization. 
The storage tank pressurization system maintains tank p r e s s u r e  a t  approximately 42 
psig throughout LH2 t ransfer .  
Immediately follouing s torage tank pressurizat ion,  coo1don.n of the t r ans fe r  line and 
the S-11’ stage is initiated. 
the s torage tank, through the LH2 subcooler and t r ans fe r  line and into the S-IV stage 
LH2 container. The LH2 flo\v prc.cools the> t r a n s f e r  line and fuel container to reduce 
LH2 \.:iporiz:ition during subsequent LH, L t r ans fe r .  
to flo\\. until the S-11’ stage I.H, container is 15 percent filled. 
During this operation, a res t r ic ted LH2 supply f1ou.s from 
The cooldo\vn L H 2  supply continues 
L 
\faen the S-I\’ stage LH2 contLiincr is 15 pcrcent f i l led,  main I .H2 t r ans fe r  i s  initiated 
automatically. 
subcoolc~r and into the  tr:insfcir 1 it ic.  The flow continues through the main fill t r ans fe r  
control and the S-IV st:igc f i l l  and drain valve> into the S-IV stage LH2 container. 
fill continues until the DAC propellant loading control equipment s e n s e s  that the LH2 
Container is 92 percent fu l l .  
sends a sign:il that terminates  LH 
r ep  1 e n  ish op t’ r a t i o t i .  
An  unrestricted LHI, supply f1on.s f r o m  the s torage tank, through the 
Main 
At this point i n  the filling operation, the DAC equipment 
flow through the main fill control and initiates the a 
During replenish,  LH2 flo\vs to the S-IV s tage through the replenish control which 
regulates LH2 floit. to either 20 gpm o r  500 gpm. The  5OO-gpni flow i s  maintained 
until the  IJH2 container i s  99. 25 percent fillcid ;IS indicated by DAC propellant loading 
control equipment. A t  th is  indication, the rcplenish control reduces LHZ flow to  20 
gpm, which i s  less than enough t o  conipensatc for  boiloff losses. 
container fuel  level fa l l s  to  the 99-percent f u l l  lc~vel , the replenish control i nc reases  
LH2 flow to 500 gpm and maintains this flowratc until the LH2 container is again filled 
to  thc 09.25-percent full  level. The LH2 container fuel level i s  repeatedly adjusted 
between 9‘3.00 and 90.25 percent full until final topping i s  initiatcd a t  approximately 
T -140 scconds in the prelaunch countdown. 
When the  LH2 
During final topping, the LH2 container i s  filled to  the  100-percent-full level and 
pressurized. 
at, 500gpm until the container is 100 percent  filled. DAC propellant loading control 
equipment then commands closure of the  replenish control,  the S-IV stage fill and 
dra in  valve,  and LHz container vent valves. With c losu re  of the replenish control,  
the  t r ans fe r  line vent valve i s  opened, and the t r a n s f e r  line between the replenish 
control and the vehicle i s  vented to  the launch facility burn pond. The S-IV stage LH2 
container i s  then pressurized with helium routed from valve panel B (volume V) to  the 
S-IV stage LH2 container pressurization system. 
imately T -90 seconds. 
LH2 flow through the replenish control i s  increased to, and maintained 
Final topping i s  complete at  approx- 
At liftoff, a l l  ground connections to  thc vehicle are seve red ,  and the umbilical housings 
a r e  purged with helium. 
1.2.2.2 Launch Cancellation Operations. 1,:iunch cancellation operations a r e  per-  
formed to  drain fuel f rom the S-IV stage :ind remove residual 1,112 o r  GI12 from t rans-  
fer and storage facility l ines  in the event of :i launch cancellation. 
When a launch cancellation is indic:itc>d. 1,112 tr:insfc>r to  the S-IV stage is halted and 
the LII2 system is placed in standby s ta tus .  To prevent further 1,112 t r m s f e r ,  the main 
fill and replenish t r ans fe r  controls :ire closed, and the S- IV  stage fill and drain valve 
is closed. 
Upon initiation of S-IV stage Lllz drain , the 1,112 storage tank pix\ssurization supply is 
terminated and storage tank pressure is vented to the atmosphere. 
t h e  S-IV stage 1,112 container vent vnl \ .cs  :ire closed and thcl container is p re s su r i zed  
with lle. When the 1,112 container pressurization is completc, the S-1V stage fill and 
dra in  vnlve ,  muin fill trLinsl’er control , and replc.nish transl’cr control :ire’ opened. 
S - IV  stage I,ll.Z container p re s su re  forces 1,112 from the cont:iiner, through the truns- 
fer l ine,  and Iiacli into the 1,112 stoi’:igc t:inIi. 
Simultaneously, 
The 
A s  I JHZ i s  draincd, transfcir 1 i n r b  tc>nipcraturc’ is nionitorcd as a nic’nns of tlc~tc~cting I,H2 
flow. A tc.n?per:iturc incrc.ust. indicates a reduction of I,H2 flow and , conscquc.ntly , 
deplcition of LH2 in thc S-IV stage. 1,Hz containcr. 
t empera ture  is indicated, the line wnrmup operation i s  initi:itcd. 
s to rage  t a n k  and furthcr S-TV L H 2  container pressurization ;ire terniinated and the 
t r a n s f e r  l i n e  i s  vc~ntc~tl to  the launch facility h r n  poncl. Vcnting i s  continued for  3 
hours  to  allow eoniplctt> vaporization o f  residual 1,Hz and thc. dissipation of GH2 vapors. 
Following line \i:irmup, various manu:il vnlves arc’ opened to  admit a low-pressure 
GN2 purgc supply to  the t ransfcr  litic. 
and providcs an iner t  atmosphere within the l ines.  
\Vhc>n an incrr.:isci i n  t r ans fc r  line 
1,HZ transfer to  the 
T h e  GN2 purge eliminates any remaining GH2 
1.3 
1 .2 .3  S-IV Stage LH2 Utilization - S-IV stage LH2 utilization operations begin with 
RLlOA-3 engine cooldown and terminate  a t  engine cutoff. These ope ra t ims  include 
LH2 container pressurization and LH2 consumption. 
1 .3  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
1 .3 .1  Storagc. Equipment and Subsystems - The major  components and subsystems 
within the LH2 stornge facility a r e  identified in  figure 1-1. 
components and subsystems a r e  described below; the remainder  a r e  described in the 
index of finding numhcrs,  on system mechanical schematics  and i n  descriptions of 
The more  complex of these 
sys t ems  operations.  
1 .3 .1 .1  Pneumatic Control Console. The pncwmatic control console receives  3500- 
psig GN2 from the tiitrogen and helium s toragc  facility (volume IV) and provides GN2 
outputs of 750 psig and 25 psig. 
various LH2 s torage facility control devices. 
through res t r ic t ive  orifices for purging l i n e s  and electrical  cquipmcnt cabinets. 
Thc 750-psig and  25-psig outputs a r e  used to actuate 
The 25-psig GN2 is  a l so  distributcd 
1. 3. 1.2  Storage Tank Pressurizat ion Su1)systc’m. The s torage  tank pressurization 
subsystem consis ts  of an LH, v:iporizcir, 1)rc’ssure cont ro l le rs ,  f low regulators and 2 
othci- associated control devices. 
s u r e  at approximately 4 psig during s t w d y  s ta te  stor:igct conditions antl incrcascs  the 
prc\ssurc  to :i~~I)roximatcly 42 I)sig (luring I.H2 tr:insfcr opc\rntions. 
s t a t e  conditions, storagc tatili prcbssurization is accomplishc~cl through controlled v e n t -  
ing of 1,Hz boiloff within the s torage t:inl.;. During I,H2 t ransfer  opcrat ions,  however, 
additional tank pressurization is providcd by IJH2 Vaporizc>r A3754. (See fii+re 3-1. ) 
T h c  vaporizer  rc>ccives LH2 from LH2 Storage. T a n k  A3753 and provides GH2 for s tor -  
a g e  tank pressurization. Excess p re s su re  is ventcd to thc. storage facility burn pond. 
M a j o r  componcmts associ:itcd wi th  pressurizat ion control are  1 isted and descr ibed 
bc>loh. 
‘I’hc su1)systc.m m:iintains storngt. tank ullagc. p res -  
During stcady- 
a. Flow 13egulxtor A3338 - Maint:iins s torage t:ink p rcs su re  at :ipproximately 4 
p i g  during LH2 s torngc antl during s toragc tank filling operations by control- 
ling t h e  \7c>nting of LH2 boiloff. The rc1gul:itor is pneumatically actuated and 
i ts  position is dcitermincd by thc diffc~rcntial p r e s s u r e  applied a c r o s s  the 
regulator actuator. 
The :ictuator rccciivc.s 25-psig G N 2  from thc. I.H2 pneumatic control console 
:ind :I varying G N 2  supply from I3iCwm:itic Controllclr A3551. 
controllc.r incrc1asc.s control prcssurc. from :{ to  15 psig :is stor:igcl tank ullage 
p rc s su re  risc.s atid thcbrel)y t l c ~ r c ~ a s c ~ s  the tliffcrential pr t ’ssurc  ac ross  the 
regul;itor ;ictu;itor. J~c~gu l : t t o~*  posi t ion is \..;iricltl until \cnting is :icljustr~l to  
maintain storagcl t:inli pres su re  at  ~ir)i)roxirn:Itcly 3 psig.  Whcn storagc. t:inl.; 
p r e s s u r e  c.\xcc.c.tls 4 ps ig ,  vchnting control is transfc>rrcyJ to  ma in  vent Pncw- 
matic V:ilvc. A:1:104. 
Thcb pncwmatic 
b. Storage Tank Pressurizat ion Flow Regulator A3305 - Controls the flow of 1,112 
to Vaporizc>r A3754 to  maintain stor:igc. tank p r e s s u r e  :it 42 psig during LH2 
1.4 
t ransfer  operations. Regulator position is determined by the differential 
between control p re s su res  applied ac ross  the regulator actuator. The actu- 
a tor  receives  a constant 25-psig GN2 supply from the LH2 pneumatic control 
console and a varying GNz supply from Pneumatic Controller AY544. 
The  pneumatic controller senses  s torage  tank ullage p res su re  and var ies  
differential p re s su re  a c r o s s  the regulator actuator t o  increase o r  dec rease  
LH2 flow through the regulator. 
differential p r e s s u r e  is decreased and LH2 flow is reduced. When s torage  
tank p res su re  reaches 42 psig, the regulator is closed to prevent fur ther  
pressurization. 
can b e  closed by the action of Solenoid Valve A3387 and P r e s s u r e  Switch 
A3538. When s torage  tank ullage p res su re  increases  to 55 psig,  the p re s su re  
switch actuates and sends a signal that opens the solenoid valve. The solenoid 
valve vents control p re s su re  from the regulator actuator and allows the regu- 
la tor  to close.  
A s  s torage  tank p res su re  increases ,  
Should the pneumatic control ler  malfunction, the regulator 
c. Relief Valve A3640 - Provides ove rp res su re  protection for  the s torage  tank 
vent line by relieving excess  p r e s s u r e  a t  100 psig to the s torage  a r e a  burn 
pond. 
1.3.1.3 LH2 Subcooler Subsystem. The LH2 subcooler subsystem i s  used to  reduce 
the tempera ture  of LH2 being transferred to the  S-Tv s tage  and thereby reduce LH2 
vaporization within the t ransfer  line. The  subsystem consis ts  of Subcooler A3752,  
Vacuum Pump A3751 and associated control and monitor networks. 
ponent within the sys t em,  Subcooler AR752, is a tube-and-shell heat exchanger installed 
in the  main LH2 transfer line. 
t r a n s f e r  line. 
coolant by means of t r ans fe r  tubes. 
walls is evacuated to r e t a rd  heat t ransfer  between the i n n e r  and outer walls. 
0 
The major  com- 
The subcooler coolant supply i s  LH2 drawn from the 
LH2 being t ransfer red  to the S-IV stage i s  routed through the subcooler 
The insulated annular space between the subcooler 
LH2 supercooling begins when the S-IV stage L H 2  container is 92 percent  filled. 
Vacuum Pump A 3 7 5 1  is s ta r ted  and subsequently reduces vapor p re s su re  above the 
L H 2  coolant supply in the subcooler. The reduction in vapor pre 'ssure reduces the 
tempera ture  of the coolant which, in turn, reduces the temperature  of LH2 in the 
frinsfer tubes tc z p p r ~ x i i x z t ~ ~ y  - 42iiF. Zliiier- components functionally associated 
with subcooler operation are described below: 
a. Liquid Level Probe A3509 continuously monitors the LH2 coolant level within 
the subcooler and provides c o n t r d  p r e s s u r e  for  regulating LH2 coolant flow 
into the subcooler. The  probe is mounted on top of the subcooler and extends 
downward between the inner wall of the subcooler and the t ransfer  tubes.  
probe is sealed at the bottom, and the upper end is connected to a p re s su re -  
tight chamber  that i s  pressurized to 45 psig with GH2. 
The 
.Chamber p re s su re  drops a s  the coolant level rises and increases  a s  the 
coolant level drops.  Thus,  the chamber  p r e s s u r e  is indicative of LH2 level 
1. 5 
. -  
and i s  used a s  a control pressure for regulating the flow of I,H coolant to  
the subcooler.  
2 
Two capacitance point level s enso r s  mounted near  the bottom of the probe,  
s ense  LH2 level and send signals to tran.stiuccr cabinet indicators for 1oc:il 
monitoring of LH coolant levels. IJcivel Scxnsor A3511 providcis :I high level 
indication when submerged in LH2 and Liquid Level Sensor A3512 provides n 
low level indication when the LH coolant level recedes below it. Liquid 
Level Sensor A3511 i s  a l so  cblectrically interlockcd with Solc>noid Valve A:%386. 
Actuation of Solenoid Valve A3386 closes  pneumntic subcooler inlet Flow 
Regulator A:j:i09 and shuts  off I ,H2 flow into the suhcooler shell .  
2 
2 
b. Pneumatic P res su re  Controllc>r A3513 and suhcooler inlet Flow Ikigulator 
A3309 function together to  maintain a constant I,H2 coolant level within the 
subcooler. The control ler  scwses p r e s s u r e  variations in Liquid 1,evel Probe 
A3509 and provides proportional increases  o r  dec reases  i n  control pressure 
applied to  the flow regulator.  The flow regulator controls  LH, f l o ~  from the 
transfer l ine into the subcooler. The prc’ssure controller recGives :I 25-psig 
GN 
p r e s s u r e  applied to the flow regulator hc>twc>cn :i and 15 psig. A n  incrt.ase i n  
LH2 level reduces the p re s su re  controller output prc’ssurc. Thc3 rediictd out- 
put p re s su re  increases differential p re s su re  applied a c r o s s  the flow regulator 
actuator and thereby reduces LH2 flow through t h e  flow regulator.  A dc.crense 
in LH coolant level causes  a corresponding decrc>ase i n  the diffc>rcmtial p res -  
s u r e  applied to the flow regulator ,  thc>rr+y incrc.nsing 1,Hz flow through the 
regulator ,  
f o r  by LH2 flow regulation through the> flow rcyplator.  
supply from t h e  LH2 pneumatic control console and regulates coytrol 2 
2 
Thus increases  o r  dec reases  in LH2 coolant level arc’ compensated 
c. Pneumatic Pressure  Control lers  A3515 and A3514 providc :in a l tc~rnatc~ means  
for controlling the LH2 coolant level adjustments through Flow Ikgulator  
A3309. 
A3513 and Liquid Level Sensor A3509 which can be isolated by closing Manual 
Valve A3412. 
regulates control p r e s s u r e  applied to P r e s s u r e  Rekwlator A3514 which, in  t u rn ,  
regulates the positioning of subcooler inlet Flow Rcyylator A3309. 
Regulator A3515 senses  LH2 coolant level by sensing coolnnt differential 
p r e s s u r e  between upper and lowcxr taps  on t h e  subcooler shell .  
p r e s s u r e  i s  applied to  the p r c s s u r t  regulator through Manual Va1vc.s A:%:%84 
and A3406 and lower-tap p r e s s u r e  is applied through Manual V:ilvcs 123385 
and A3407. In proportion to  the applied differcntial p r e s s u r e  P r e s s u r c  
R e p l a t o r  A3515 reduces a 2 5 - p i g  G N z  supply from the I,H2 pneumatic con- 
so le  and provides a 15- to 3-psig control prc’ssurci for  control of P r c s s u r e  
Regulator A:i514. Pressurcl Itcyylntor 123514 also rc.cciivc% ;I 25-psig GN2 
input f rom the LH2 pneumatic control console :ind, i n  proportion to thc 
control pressure  applied from P r e s s u r c  Regulator AX15  applies ;I 3 -  to 
15-psig control p re s su re  to Flow Regulator A3309. 
These two p r e s s u r e  control lers  substi tute for  P I - ~ S S U I - ~  Controller 
P r e s s u r e  Regulator A3515 senses suhcooler LH2 level and 
P r e s s u r e  
IJppcxr-t:ip 
1. ci 
d. Flow Regulator A3342 regulates GH2 flow from the subcooler to Vacuum 
Pump A3751 during vacuum pump operation to maintain a se t  subcooler shell 
p re s su re .  The flow regulator receives  25-psig GN2 control p r e s s u r e  from 
the LH2 pneumatic console and a variable control p r e s s u r e  of 3- to 15-psig 
GX2 from P r e s s u r e  Regulator A3554.  The  differential between these control 
p r c s  s u r  es deter  m in cs  the r egul at o r pos it ion . 
The p res su re  regulator actuator s enses ,  a s  control p r e s s u r e ,  subcooler shell 
p re s su re  over a range of 0 to 15 psig. In proportion to the applied shell p re s -  
s u r e ,  the p re s su re  regulator reduces 25-psig GN2 from the L H 2  pneumatic 
console to a 3- to 15- psig control p re s su re  for positioning Flow Regulator 
A3342. A s  Vacuum Pump A3751 reduces the subcooler shell p r e s s u r e ,  the 
control p re s su re  applied t o  the flow regulator is reduced, thereby reducing 
GH2 flow through the flow regulator. Conversely, an increase in subcooler 
shell p re s su re  causes  an increase in GH2 flow through the flow regulator. 
e. Tempera ture  Sensor A3585 and Indicator A3584 provide local monitoring of 
vacuum line temperature .  
f .  Tempera ture  Sensor A3587 and Indicator A3586 provide local monitoring of 
vacuum pump inlet temperature.  
g. P r e s s u r e  Transducer  A3547 provides subcooler p r e s s u r e  monitor signals to  
a vacuum indicator on the LCC LH2 monitor panel. 
h. Subcooler inlet Tempera ture  Sensor A3574 measu res  line temperature up- 
s t r e a m  from Subcooler A3752. Measuring instruments associated with the 
sensor  measure  the vapor pressure inside the sensor  bulb and provide a 
temperature indication as a function of vapor p re s su re .  
cator  A 3 5 7 1  pe rmi t s  local monitoring of line temperature  and is used for  
calibration of Tempera ture  Transducer A3572. 
A3572 provides subcooler inlet temperature monitor signals to a tempera- 
ture  indicator on the LH2 monitor panel. 
a range of -403  F to -430 F. 
Temperature Indi- 
Temperature  Transducer 
Temperature is measured  over 
i. Subcooler discharge Temperature Sensor A 3 5 8 3  and Temperature Indicator 
A 3 5 8 2  function together to provide local monitoring of subcooler discharge 
temperature  over a range of - 4 0 3  F to -430 F. 
j. Tempera ture  Sensor A3580,  Temperature  Indicator A3576,  and Tempera ture  
Transducer  A3578 function together to monitor the t r ans fe r  l ine discharge 
temperature .  (See figure 3-2. ) Tempera ture  Indicator A3576 provides local 
monitoring of t r ans fe r  line temperature  and is used for  calibrating Tempera ture  
Transducer  A3578. 
t empera tu re  monitor signals to the LCC temperature  r eco rde r  and a temper-  
a t u r e  indicator on the LCC LH2 monitor panel. 
Temperature  Transducer  A3578 provides t r ans fe r  line 
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1.3.2 Transfer  Components - LH2 t ransfer  between the LH2 storage facility and the 
S-IV stage LH2 container is controlled by the main fill and topping control t ransfer -  
line valve complex. Major components within this valve complex are :  main fill 
Pneumatic Valve A3911, replenish Pneumatic Vn1t.e A3910, t ransfer  line t'ent Pneu-  
mat ic  Valve A3912, and helium heat exchanger LH2 inlet Pneumatic Valve A3917 
(See figure 3-2. ), The pneumatic valves a r e  controlled by individual solenoid vn lves  
that  route 750-psig GN2 control p re s su re  from valve panel B (volume \I) to  the Lippro- 
pr ia te  s ide of the pneumatic valve actuators. The solenoids a r e  controlled by t r ans fe r  
sequence signals originated at LH2 control equipment i n  the LCC and the AGCS. Each 
pneumatic valve i s  equipped with a position indicator switch that is  electrically inter-  
locked with an indicator on the LCC LH2 components panel to  provide continuous 
monitoring of valve position. Functions of major  components within the main fill and 
topping control a r e  described below: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
1 .3 .3  
Main fill t ransfer  Pneumatic Valve A3911 - Opened during the main fill t rans-  
fe r  operation and allows a 2000-gpm LH2 flow to  the S-IV stage LH2 container.  
Replenish Pneumatic Valve A3918 - A three-position valve that controls LH2 
t ransfer  flow during the replenish operation. One valve position provides a 
500-gpm LH2 flow and the second valve position l imits  LH2 flow to 20 gpm. 
During the replenish operation,the valve is alternately positioned to  the 500- 
gpm and 20-gpm positions by Solenoid Valves AS923 and A3922 to  maintain 
the S-IV stage I,H2 container between 99 and 99.25 percent full. 
Pneumatic Valve A3917 - Directs  par t  of the LH2 supply being t ransfer red  
to  the  S-IV stage to  the helium precool heat exchanger (volume V)  for  use  
a s  a coolant supply. 
Pneumatic Valve A3912 - Opened upon termination of LH2 transfer operations 
to vent GH2 from the  t r ans fe r  line to  the launch facility burn pond. 
LH2 transfer  operations,  the valve remains  closed. 
During 
P r e s s u r e  Transducers  A3900 and A3916 - Monitor main fill and topping 
control line p re s su re  during LH2 t ransfer  operations and provide p re s su re  
monitor signals to p re s su re  indicators on the LCC LH2 monitor panel. 
Differentisl Pressure Transducer  A3949 monitors  the line p re s su re  drop 
ac ross  Fil ter A3905 and provides monitor s ignals  to a p re s su re  indicator on 
the Lki2  monitor panel. The differential  p r e s s u r e  ranges f rom 0 to 30 psig. 
Relief Valve A3932 - Provides  o!.erpressure protection for  the main fill and 
topping control l ines by venting the l ines to  the launch are:\ burn pond when 
line pressure  reaches  92 ( t  2 )  psig. 
LH3 Control Equipment and Subsystems 
1.3.3. 1 Launch Control Center Equipment. 
7 ,  located in the LCC, contain the  panels and control equipment necessary  for initiat- 
ing, monitoring, and controlling. L H 2  tr:msfc>r operations.  
a r e  provided be 1 ow: 
Propellant loading r acks  N o .  6 and Bo. 
Equipment descr ipt ions 
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a. Relay Distributer Assemblies - A relay distributor assembly is mounted in 
each  of the two propellant loading racks to provide a point for power dis t r i -  
bution from the LCC to the storage and launch a reas .  
b. LHg T imer  Assembly - Contains t ime  relays for u s e  in automatic sequences,  
and power switching relays for controlling system power busses  and asso-  
ciated components. 
c. LH2 Control Panel - Used to  initiate system operations and to provide visual 
monitoring of sequences for the performance o r  simulation of LH2 t r ans fe r  
operations. 
located on the panel a r e  as follows. 
Functional descriptions of control and monitor components 
(1) Power ON-OFF Switch - Controls e lectr ic  power to other LHB 
control panel components. 
(2) Function Selector Switch - A four-position selection switch used for  
selecting one of four modes of system operation: off, operate ,  
simulate,  o r  manual. With the switch at  the OPERATE position: 
the LH2 system is set  f o r  automatic operation, which r equ i r e s  only 
the momentary depression of sequence buttons to initiate automatic 
sequencing of system operations. 
switch again provides for automatic sequencing of system operations,  
but without LH transfer.  
operation of system components. 
position, the switch t ransfers  individual control of system components 
to controls on the LHZ components panel. 
switch inhibits all t ransfer  operations. 
At the SIMULATE position, the 
This  mode is used only to verify the 2 
When positioned to  the MANUAL 
At the OFF position, the 
(3) CONTROL RETURN Switch - Used to  r e tu rn  control of t ransfer  
operations to DAC when required. 
(4) Prerequis i te  Indicators - The indicators a r e  mounted a c r o s s  the top 
of the panel. A s  each prerequis i te  is completed, a particular 
indicator will light. 
S-IV stage LH2 container i s  ready for  filling, the STANDBY indica- 
t o r  will light in the FILL sequence group of indicators. 
When all the prerequis i tes  a r e  met, and the 
(5) FILL, SECURE, and DRAIN Pushbutton Switches - Used to  initiate 
the fi l l ,  s e c u r e ,  and drainsequences a s  required. The fill sequence 
may b e  initiated only af ter  the fill sequence STANDBY indicator and 
the prerequis i te  indicator lamps a re  lighted. P r o g r e s s  of the sequence 
may b e  monitored on indicators located to the right of the FIL,L push- 
button. 
in a like manner. 
The  s e c u r e  and drain sequences a r e  initiated and monitored 
d. LH2 DC Power Panel - Provides d.c.  power to propellant loading r acks  
No. 6 and No. 7 .  
e. LH2 Distributor Assembly - Contains the terminal  connections which make 
cable connections and provide distribution points for l ines entering the LCC. 
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f .  LH2 Monitor Panel - Provides ten gages for  monitoring various system 
conditions in the s torage facility, launch a r e a ,  and the vehicle. 
Fi l ter  Differential Prcssurc. Gage - Indicates t he  p r e s s u r e  drop 
across  t r a n s f e r  line Fil ter A3905. 
T r a n s f e r  Line P r e s s u r e  Gage - Indicates the LH2 p r e s s u r e  in the 
t r ans fe r  l ine .  
T rans fe r  Line Outlet Temperature Gage - Indicates the t r m s f e r  
line temperature  of I ,H2 leaving the storage nrea. 
Vehicle Vent P r e s s u r e  Gage - Indicates the vehicle vent p r e s s u r e  
in the vent stack. 
Subcooler Level Gage - Indicates the LH2 coolant supply level in 
Subcooler A3752. 
Subcooler Inlet Line Pressure Gage - Indicates subcooler shell  
p re s su re  being maintained by L’acuuni Pump A3751. 
Subcooler Inlet Line Tempcr:iturc Gage - Indicates thcl temperature  
of the LH2 entering the tube side> of Subcooler A3752. 
Storage Tank Level Gage - 1ndic:ites the level of LH2 in Storage 
Tank A3753. 
Storage Tank Pressure Gage - Indicates the s torage tank ullage 
p res su re .  The me:isurement range i s  0 to 100 psig. 
Vehicle Tank Pressure Gage - Indicates the ullage p r e s s u r e  in the 
S-TV s tage LH2 container. 
g. LH2 Components Panel - Provides manual control and visual monitoring of 
remotely 1ocated LH2 facility components. 
is attained by positioning the function selector  switch on the LH2 control 
panel to the MANUAL position. 
dition o r  position of the various components. 
Manual control of components 
Indicator l amps  on the panel show the con- 
1 .3 .3 .2  Automatic Ground Control Station. LH2 system equipment in the AGCS 
consis ts  of :in LH2 DC power panel and an LH2 control dis t r ibutor ,  both of which 
:ire located in launcher accesso r i e s  rack No. 1. 
components a r e  given below : 
Functional descriptions Of the  two 
a. LH DC Power Panel - A rack-mounted assembly that contains indicating 
fuses  for monitoring system power b u s s e s ,  and power switching relays for  
switching power to associated busses .  
2 
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b. LH Control Distributor - Contains the terminal distributors,  cable connections, 
e r  panel to remotely located valves. 
an 2 circui t  switching relays necessary to t r ans fe r  power from the LH2 DC pow- 
1. 3. 3. 3 Electrical  Equipment House. LH2 sys t em equipment in the EEH consis ts  of 
control distributors No. 1 and No. 2,  an LH2 DC power panel, and an LH2 monitor pa- 
nel, all located in rack No. l. EEH equipment is described below. 
a. 
b. 
C.  
d. 
Control Distributor No. 1 - Contains terminal  connections and other equipment 
necessary to make cable connections and distribute signals along shielded l ines  
to and from the LCC and storage area t ransducer  cabinets. 
Control Distributor No. 2 - Contains terminal connections and other  equipment 
necessary to make cable connections and distribute signals along unshielded 
l ines  for operation of various control valves. 
LH2 DC Power Panel - A rack-mounted assembly that contains indicating 
fuses for  monitoring system power busses ,  and switching r e l ays  for  switching 
power to associated busses.  
LH Monitor Panel - Provides a means  for visually monitoring liquid level and 
ullage p r e s s u r e  within the LH2 storage tank. 
on the panel perform the following functions: 
2 
The three components mounted 
( 1 ) Storage Tank Level Indicator - Indicates the level of LH2 in Storage 
Tank A3753. 
( 2 ) Storage Tank P r e s s u r e  Indicator - Indicates storage tank ullage 
p res su re .  
( 3 )  Fill Valve Control Switch - Used to control the position of the s t o r -  
age tank fill Pneumatic Valve A3302 during tank filling operations. 
1.4 SYSTEM OPERATIONS 
1.4. 1 Storage Operations - Storage operations include s torage facility purge, s torage 
tank filling, and s to r a g e t a n k  pressurization. 
1.4. 1. 1 Storage Facility Purge.  
tank filling to prevent the formation of explosive mixtures of air and hydrogen in the 
s torage tank and associated lines. The purge requires  external sources  of GN2 and 
GH2. The GN2 sau rce  i s  attached to s torage facility couplings and i s  allowed to ilow 
into the s torage tank and associated lines. The s torage tank is purged by repeatedly 
filling it with GN2 and evacuating it until the oxygen content of the tank atmosphere i s  
l e s s  than 1 . 5  percent per  unit volume. 
purge which expels the GN, and provides a pure GH2 atmosphere within the tank. 
The s torage facility purge is initiated p r io r  to s torage 
The GN purge i s  followed by a warm GH2 2 
2 
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1 . 4 . 1 . 2  Storage Tank Filling. 
ers and i s  subsequently pumped f rom the tankers  into the s torage tank. During the fill- 
ing operation, storage tank pressure  i s  maintained at approximately 4 psig; excess  
p re s su re  i s  vented to atmosphere.  The filling operation is continued until the tank con- 
ta ins  approximately 125,000 gallons of LH2.  
LH2 is transported to the launch complex in mobile tank- 
1.4. 1. 3 Storage Tank Pressurizat ion.  
sur ized  to 4 pisg with GH2 and held at that p ressure  until the initiation of LH2 t ransfer  
operations.  
is increased to, and maintained at approximately 42 psig. 
is necessary  to force L H 2  through the t ransfer  l ines and into the S-IV stage LH, container. 2 
Afte r  the s torage tank has  been filled, it is pres-  
P r i o r  to the initiation of the main fill operation, however, the tank p res su re  
This  increase in tank p res su re  
1.4.2 Preparat ion for LH2 Transfer  
1 . 4 . 2 . 1  Pre-Operational System Checkout. Following the s torage  tank filling 
operations and p r i o r  to the initiation of LH2 t ransfer  operations , a pre-operational 
check i s  made of the  LH2 pneumatic control console,  s torage  facility purge supplies,  
and electr ical  power supplies. In addition, system manual valves are  se t  up for  LH2 
t ransfer  operations. 
a. Manual Valve Checkout. In preparation for LH t ransfer  to the S-IV stage,  
2 
system manual valves a r e  positioned a s  follows: 
(1) Storage tank vent Manual Valves A3324 and A3380 a r e  opened. 
(2) Storage tank pressurizat ion Manual Valves A3301 , A3369 and 
A3370 a r e  opened. 
(3) Subcooler inlet flow control Manual Valve A3412 is opened. 
(4) LH2 t ransfer  l ine Manual Valves A3303 and A3379 a r e  opened. 
(5) Manual Valve A3372 is opened. 
(6) All other manual valves a re  closed. 
b. LH2 Pneumatic Control Console Checkout. (See figure 3-1.) The LH2 
pneumatic control console i s  placed into operation and checked out a s  
follows: 
(1) Manual Valves A3712,  A3713,  AS714,  A 3 7 1 5 ,  A3720 and A3771 a r e  
opened. 
(2) Manual Vent Valves A3716,  A3717,  A 3 7 1 8 ,  A 3 7 1 9 ,  A 3 7 2 1 ,  A3722,  
A3723 and A3724 a r e  closed. 
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Gages A3700, A3701, A3702, and A3703 must indicate 3500,750, 
720, and 25 p i g ,  respectively. 
A3704, A3705 and A3706 may be adjusted to provide the c o r r e c t  
gage indications of line p re s su re .  
Downstream Pressure Regulators 
With co r rec t  p re s su res  indicated at the p r e s s u r e  gages,  the oper- 
ation of P r e s s u r e  Switches A3725 and A3711 i s  verified at  the LCC 
LHZ control panel. 
pr ,essure  of 600 (i 20) psig and lights the STORAGE FACILITY 750- 
PSI indicator on the LH2 control panel. P r e s s u r e  Switch A3711 
actuates on a rising p res su re  of 21.5 (k0. 5)  psig and lights the 
STORAGE FACILITY 25-PSI indicator on the LH2 control panel. 
P r e s s u r e  Switch A3725 actuates on r is ing 
c. GN2 Purge Supply Checkout. The S-rV stage and umbilical tower must b e  
placed in a s ta te  of readiness  for purging, and GN2 purge supplies to various 
s torage facility components must b e  pressure-checked and analyzed for  
oxygen content. P r e s s u r e  checks a r e  made with a portable manometer,  and 
oxygen content is measured with a portable oxygen analyzer. 
a r e  made a s  follows: 
Purge checks 
(1) The vehicle vent stack purge i s  checked through Manual Valve 
A3375.  
(2) The  auxiliary vent line purge i s  checked through Manual Valve 
A3374. 
(3) The  launch a r e a  transducer cabinet purge i s  checked through a 
quick-disconnect fitting located in the top of the cabinet. 
(4) The  s torage facility vent l ine purge i s  checked through Manual 
Valve A3366 and A3404. 
( 5 )  The s torage tank steady-state vent line purge i s  checked through 
Manual Valve A3416. 
( 6 )  The  subcooler transducer cabinet purge is checked through a quick- 
disconnect coupling located in the top of the cabinet. 
d. Electrical  Power Checkout. Electrical power must be available to LH2 
system equipment in the EEH, LCC, AGCS,and the s torage a r e a  launch 
facility burn ponds. 
panel indicators a s  follows: 
Power availability is  indicated by various LH2 control 
(1) The  AGCS & STORAGE FACILITY indicator lights *en ac power 
i s  available to AGCS and s torage facility components. 
. -  
(2) The STORAGE FACILITY, LCC, AGCS, TOWER S-W & \‘I.:HIC LE 
S-IV indicators light Lvhen d.c. power i s  available to  a r e a s  that 
correspond with the indicator placards.  
( 3 )  The TOWER S-IV, S-TV 750 PSI, and STORAGE FACILITY 25 PSI 
& STORAGE FACILITY 750 PSI indicators light when pneumatic 
control p r e s s u r e  i s  avai labl t~ from the LH2 pncuniatic console. 
The  availability of Pneumatic control p r e s s u r e  a l so  indicates the  
availability of pou’er to  EEH equipment. 
(4) The STORAGE & LAUNCH FACILITIES indicator lights whcn power 
i s  available a t  the  launch a rea  and s torage  facility burt i  ponds. 
1 .4 .2 .2  S-IV Stage LH2 Container and ‘I‘ransiel- Line Purge.  
tional checkout, the LH2 system is conditioned and powered lor pel-lormancc’ 01 the 
prelaunch countdown. A standby period i s  initiated to permit  IIAC ehecl,out and H e  
purging ot the S-IV stage and the LII, t ransfer  line. The sequence is ;is lollo\vs: 
2 
E’ollowing the pre-opera- 
a. Control of t r ans t e r  l ine vent Pneumatic Vnlve A S W S  is translel-red to DAC 
equipment t rom the LCC LlI,> control panel by setting the CONTROL RETUIiN 
switch. The 
S-IV status STANDBY light i s  lighted during this sequence. 
- 
The function se lec tor  switch i s  turned to the MANUAL position. 
b. The S-IV LOXcontainer is pressurized with Hct to  29 (+ 1) psia .  
s u r e  i s  maintained until I H3 container purging i s  complete to  prevent col- 
l apse  of the common bulkhead between the LOX and LH2 containers.  
Th i s  p re s -  
c. During the standby period, LH2 container  E 1 0 2  and the  I H2 transfcTr line 
recieve a 50-minute He purge that i s  initiated by a solenoid valve i n  v a l v e  
panel B (volume V). Helium flows from valve panel R into the S-IV stag<’ 
L H container through Quick- Disconnect Couplings A2653 and 1.:250. From 
the LH2 container, the He flows through fill and dra in  Pneumatic V a l v e  k’11:I. 
Couplings El00 and A 3 1 8 9 ,  Pneumatic Valve A3150. F i l te r  A::905, and to  thc  
He heat exchanger (volume V) and Subcooler A3752. through ei ther  main fill 
Pneumatic Valve A 3 9 1 1  o r  replenish Pneumatic Val\-e A::910. The He purgc 
supply i s  vented to the s torage facility burn pond through t r ans fe r  l ine vent 
Pneumatic Valve A3308 :ind to the  launch f:icility burn pond through the H e  
heat exchanger and t r a n s f e r  l ine vent Pncumatic V:il.l-c~ A:1912. 
2 
d. A s  the Lt12 container and translev lines are purged, the L I ~ . )  container vent 
l ine i s  purged With 50-pSlg‘ lit' routed iron1 valve pinel A ( \;)lumc V )  . ‘1‘hc 
purge supply passes  through the v e n t  line :mcI is vented to the  launch facility 
burn pond through Check V a l v e  A:$:176. 
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e. The umbilical vent line, LH2 shutoff Pneumatic Valve A3950, and Quick- 
Disconnect Couplings A2389 and E105 are also purged with a 50-psig H e  
supply from valve panel A ( volume V )  The umbilical line purge removes  
LHZ boiloff during the cooldown operation and provides an iner t  atmosphere 
in the fill line. The quick-disconnect coupling purge displaces GH2 which 
might escape during fill operations. 
c 001 down operation. 
These purges continue throughout the 
f.  During the purge operations., the  LH2 t r ans fe r  l ines a r e  checked for  He 
content, and when they a re  found to  contain 99 percent He,system control 
i s  t r ans fe r r ed  from DAC control equipment to I C C  control equipnient. 
S-IV control re turn indicator on the LH2 panel goes out to signal the t r ans fe r  
of system control. 
The 
1 .4 .3  Prelaunch LH, Trans fe r  Operations 
1.4.3.1 Initial Setup. Following DAC checkout and purge of the S-IV stage and t r ans -  
f e r  l ines ,  LH2 t r ans fe r  operations a r e  initiated a t  the LCC LH2 control panel by 
setting the FUNCTION SELECTOR SWITCH to AUTO and pressing the FILL pushbutton. 
This setup initiates automatic sequencing of the prelaunch t r ans fe r  operations de- 
scr ibed in paragraph l. 2 . 2 .  
1.4.3.2 System Interlocks. Various LH2 system operations a r e  interlocked such 
that a given operation o r  a given s e t  of conditions automatically initiates another 
operation. These interlock functions a r e  listed and described for  reference.  In 
subsequent descriptions of t r ans fe r  operations the interlocks a r e  referenced by 
number. 
1. Trans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve A3306 is closed unless t r ans fe r  line 
outlet temperature  i s  -406 F o r  less .  
2 .  Trans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve A3306, S-IV stage replenish Pneumatic 
Valve A3310 and S-TV stage main fill Pneumatic Valve A3911 a re  closed 
unless the S-IV stage LOX container is pressurized.  
propellant loading control equipment indicates LOX container pressurization. 
A signal from DAC 
3. T rans fe r  line fi l l  Pneumatic Valve A3306 and t r ans fe r  line cooldown Pneu- 
matic Valve A3307 close ivith the opening of t r ans fe r  line vent Pneumatic 
Valve A3308. 
4. S-IV stage replenish Pneumatic Valve A3310 and S-IV stage main fill Pneu- 
matic Valve A3911 close tvith an S-IV stage LH2 container overpressure 
i nd ic at ion. 
5- S-IV stage replenish Pneumatic Valve A3910 and S-IV stage main fill Pneu- 
matic Valve A3911 close yith an S-IV stage LH2 container overfill indication. 
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6 .  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10.  
11. 
S-IV stage umbilical line vent Pneumatic L'alve A3912 is interlocked closed 
by DAC propellant loading control equipment with the opening of S-lV stage 
replenish Pneumatic Valve A3710, S-lV stage main fill Pneumatic Valve 
A3911, or S-IV stage fill and drain Pneumatic Valve E113. 
Trans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve A3306 is closed with the closing of S-lTr 
stage vent Pneumatic Valves E114 and E115. 
T rans fe r  line H e  purge Solenoid Valve A3318 o r  t r a n s f e r  line high-pressure 
H e  purge Solenoid Valve A3344 a r e  closed with the opening of e i ther  subcooler 
LH2 inlet Pneumatic Valve A3309 o r  He heat exchanger LH2 inlet Pneumatic 
Valve A3917. 
LH2 storage tank p r e s s u r e  l e s s  than 30 psig causes  t r ans fe r  line He purge 
Solenoid Valve A3318 o r  t r ans fe r  line high-pressure He purge h e u m a t i c  
Valve A3344 to  close. 
LH2 storage tank main vent Pneumatic Valve A3304 i s  closed \vhen LH2 
storage tank p res su re  is eaual to o r  l e s s  than 2 psig,  o r  i s  interlocked 
closed with LH2 storage tank pressurization Pneumatic I 'alve A3305 and 
t r ans fe r  line f i l l  Pneumatic Valve A3:NG. 
S-IV stage LH2 container pressurization Pneumatic Valve  A2539 is closed 
unless the S-IV stage LOX container i s  pressurized.  
1.4.3. 3 S-IV Stage LOX Container Pressurizat ion.  Iyhcn the FILL pushbutton i s  p r e s s -  
ed ,  a command signal is sent to DAC eauipment to initiate S-11' stage LOX container 
pressurization. The command signal a lso lights the LH., control panel PRESSURIZE 
LOX TANK indicator. 
collapse of the propellant tank LOX 'LH2 bulkhead as LH2 is  loaded into the LH2 con- 
tainer.  
surization i s  complete. 
covered in volume V ) ,  
L 
LOX container pressurization to approximately 45 psi3 prevents 
The LH2 control panel PRESSURIZED COMPLETE indicator lights when p r e s -  
( Details of the LOX container pressurizat ion sequence a r e  
1 .4 .3 .4  LH2 Storage Tank Pressurizat ion.  When the S-IV stage LOX container 
pressurization sequence is complete, the fill sequence automutically p rogres ses  to 
LH2 storage tank pressurization. The sequence occur s  as follows: 
a. The LH2 control p m e l  PliESSIJIIIZE STOIIAGI.: TANK indicator lamp lights. 
b. Interlock functions 1 and 2 are in etlcvA. 
c.  Pneumatic vapori/.cr. inlet Flo\\. Iiegulntor A3305 i s  opened by Controller A3544 
and Solenoid Valve A3387. 
panel TANK PIIESSURIZATIOK ODEK indicator, L H ~  f rom the storage tank 
p a s s e s  through supply Manual Valve  A S W 1  and pneumatic Flou. Regulator 
A330S to Vaporizer A3754 ivhere it is con\'crted to  G H ,  f o r  storage t'ank p res -  
surization. 
Valve opening is monitored by the LH3 components 
I 
I 
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1 .  
d. 
e. 
f.  
Relief Valve A3641 vents exc,ess line p re s su re  to the tank pressurization line, 
downstream from Vaporizer h3754 ,  to maintain a maximum differential p re s -  
sure of 20 psi a c r o s s  the vaporizer and pneumatic flow regulator.  
Pneumatic F l o ~  Regulator A3305 flow a r e a  i s  reduced by Controller A3544 
as tank p res su re  r i s e s .  The flow regulator is completely closed when storage 
tank ullage p res su re  reaches 42 psig. Pressure Switch A3537 actuates and 
lights the LCC LH2 control panel PRESSUIUZATIOX COMPLETE indicator 
when storage tank p r e s s u r e  r i ses  to 30 psig. Simultaneously, the PRESSURIZE 
STORAGE TAKK indicator goes out. P r e s s u r e  Sivitch A3538 actuates at an 
increasing ullage p r e s s u r e  of 55 psig to r emoie  power from Solenoid Valve 
A3387.  The closing of Solenoid Valve A3387 provides redundancy for Con- 
t ro l le r  A3544 by ensuring that pneumatic Floiv Regulator A3305 is completely 
closed. 
A continued ullage p res su re  r i se  to 60 psig resu l t s  in the actuation of P r e s s u r e  
Switch A3539. The switch supplies power to Solenoid Valves A3395 and A3396,  
which open Pneumatic Valve A3304.  
Pneumatic Valve A3304 and Check Valve A3365 to the storage facility burn 
pond. 
of LH2 transfer .  
Excess tank p res su rc  i s  \vented through 
Ullage p res su re  is maintained at  approximately 42  psig for the duration 
1 . 4 . 3 . 5  Transfer  Line and S-IV Stage Cooldown. 
Valve A3305 is opened, the t r ans fe r  line and S-IV stage coo1don.n sequence i s  initiated 
automatically. The sequence is as follows: 
Thirty seconds after Pneumatic 0 
a. The LH2 control panel COOLDOWK FILL, LIKE indicator lights. 
b. Interlock functions 1 ,  2,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  and 6 a re  in effect. 
c.  T rans fe r  line cooldown Pneumatic Valve A3307,  subcooler inlet Flow Regula- 
tor  A3309,and He heat exchanger inlet Pneumatic Valve A3917 a r e  opened. 
LH2 flours from Storage Tank A 3 7 5 3  through Manual Valve A3303 ,  Pneumatic 
Valve A3307,  the tube side of Subcooler A3752,  and into the subcooler shell 
through Flow Regulator A3309. 
through the t r ans fe r  line and is admitted to the He  heat exchanger (volume V) 
through Pneumatic Valve A3917. GH2 vented i rom the helium heat exchanger. 
is routed to the launch facility burn pond through Check Valve A3377.  
LH2 flow through the subcooler continues 
d. Five minutes a f te r  Pneumatic Valves A3307,  A3309 ,  and A3917 are opened, 
main fill Pneumatic Val\-e A3911 is opened. Replenish Pneumatic Valve 
A3910 ,  S-IV stage fi l l  and drain Pneumatic Valve E 1 1 3 ,  and S-IV stage LH2 
container vent Pneumatic Valves E 1 1 4  and E 1 1 5  are opened u.hen LH2 i s  
detected in the He  heat exchanger. LH2 then flows through the main fill and 
replenish valves and into S-IV stage LH2 Container E102.  LH2 boiloff within 
the container is vented t o  the launch facility burn pond through vent Pneuma- 
t ic Valves E 1 1 4  and E 1 1 5 ,  Quick-Disconnect Couplings E 1 0 5  and A2389,  and 
Check Valve A3376. 
1. 1 7  
e. The t ransfer  line and S-IV stage cooldown continues until the LH2 container 
i s  15 percent filled. At this point i n  the sequence, DAC propellant loading 
control equipment generates  a command signal that opens t r ans fe r  line fill 
Pneumatic Valve A3306 and lights the COOLDOWN COMPLETEP indicator 
on the LH2 control panel. Simultaneously, the COOLDOWN FILL LINE indi- 
cator  goes out. T rans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve A3306 r ema ins  open as 
long as the S-IV stage LH2 container i s  15 percent  filled. 
1 . 4 . 3 . 6  Main Fill.  The DAC command signal that lights the LH2 control panel COOL- 
DOWN COMPLETED indicator also initiates the main fill t r ans fe r  operation. 
quence proceeds automatically as follows: 
The se- 
a, The LH2 control panel MAIN FILL indicator lamp lights. 
b. Interlock functions 1, 2 ,  3 ,  4, 6 ,  and 7 are in effect. 
c. T rans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve A3306 is opened and t r ans fe r  line cooldown 
Pneumatic Valve A 3 3 0 7  is closed. Valve positions are monitored by the p e r -  
tinent OPEN and CLOSED indicators on the LH2 components panel. LH2 
flows from Storage Tank A 3 5 5 3  through Manual Valve A 3 3 0 3 ,  t r ans fe r  line 
fill Pneumatic Valve A3306,  Subcooler A 3 7 5 2 ,  Manual Valve A3379,  main 
fill and replenish Pneumatic Valves A 3 9 1 1  and A 3 9 1 0 ,  F i l te r  A3905,  Quick- 
Disconnect Couplings A3159 and E 100,and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve E 113 
into S-IV stage LH2 Container E102.  The filling rate i s  approximately 2000 
mm. 
d. When the LH2 container i s  9 2  percent filled, DAC automatic c i r cu i t ry  initiates 
a s t a r t  command to subcooler Vacuum Pump A 3 7 5 1  and subcooler Vacuum 
Pump Motor A3939. 
panel lights and subcooler operations begin as follows: 
The 92'1, TANK LEVEL indicator on the LH2 components 
( 1) Solenoid Valve A3386 is opened and p e r m i t s  subcooler inlet Flow 
Regulator A3309 to function. Liquid Level P robe  A3509 s e n s e s  a 
low subcooler liquid level and supplies a high p r e s s u r e  signal to  
pnuematic P r e s s u r e  Controller A3513. The controller output p r e s -  
sure p a s s e s  through Manual Valve A3412 and opens subcooler inlet 
Flow Regulator A3309 to admit t r a n s f e r  line LH2 to the subcooler 
shell. A s  the LH2 level rises within the shel l ,  Liquid Level Probe 
A3509 supplies a lower p r e s s u r e  signal to pneumatic P r e s s u r e  Con- 
t rol ler  A3513. A drop in controller output, over a range of 15 to 3 
psig reduces I,H, flow through subcooler inlet Flow Regulator A 3 3 0 9 ,  2 
and thereby controls thc :mount of 1 , ~ ~  admitted to  the subcooler 
shell. 
( 2) Liquid Level Sensor A 3 5 1 1  actuates when the subcooler i s  overfi l led,  
and energizes  Solenoid Valve AS386. The Solenoid valve vents con- 
trol  p r e s s u r e  applied to Flow Regulator A3309,  and the flow regula- 
tor  i s  closed, thereby terminating L H ~  flow into the subcooler shell. 
1.18 
( 3) Vacuum Pump A3751 reduces the subcooler shell p re s su re .  The re- 
sulting p res su re  drop lowers  the coolant temperature  sufficiently 
to  supercool transfer line LH to approximately - 426 F. 2 
( 4) Main fill Pneumatic Valve A3911 is closed by Solenoid Valve A3906 
when the LH2 container is 95 percent  filled. This action is initiated 
by a DAC command that energizes  Solenoid Valve A3906 and lights 
the LH2 components panel 95% TANK LEVEL indicator. Redundancy 
in terminating the main fill operation is provided by a circuit  that 
delays the DAC command for  15 seconds and closes  t r a n s f e r  line 
fill Pneumatic Valve A3306 i f  main fill Pneumatic Valve A3911 fails 
to close within 15 seconds after the DAC command is applied to 
Solenoid Valve A3906. The LHz control panel MAIN FILL indicator 
is lighted and the MAIN FILL indicator goes out when main fill Pneu- 
mat ic  Valve A3911 is closed. 
1.4. 3.7 Replenish. The replenish operation is initiated automatically with the closing 
of main  fill Pneumatic Valve A3911. The operation proceeds as follows: 
a. The LHz control panel REPLENISH indicator i s  lighted. 
b. Interlock functions 1, 2,  3,  4, 5, 6 ,  and 7 are in effect .  
c. Replenish Pneumatic Valve A3910 and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve E113 are 
are held open by signals from DAC propellant loading control equipment. 
S-IV stage vent Pneumatic Valves E114 and E115 are he!d open by signals f rom 
Launch Operations Control ( LOC) automatic c i rcui t ry .  
d. LIIZ flokvs into S-IV stage LH2 container E 102 through M m u d  Vali-c A3379, 
replenish Pneumatic Valve A3910 , Fil ter  A3905, Quick-Lhsconnect Couplings 
A3933 and E 100, and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve E 113. LEI2 flow through 
the replenish valve is maintained at  approximately 500 g j l i i i  until the LII2 
container i s  99.25 percent filled. 
e. When the LH2 container i s  99.25 percent  filled, DAC propellant loading con- 
t rol  equipment energizes  Solenoid Val1.e A3922 and deenergizes Solenoid Valve 
A.3923. The Solenoid \.alve action repositions replenish Pneumatic Valve 
A3910 to pro\.ide :i 20-gpm I.H2 flokv. Because the reduced replenish flow 
is l e s s  than the LH2 tioiloff ra te ,  the container LH2 lei-el drops to  the 99 
percent full level. 
f .  When IIAC propellant loading control s enses  this level drop,  replenish Pneu- 
mat ic  Valve A3910 is repositioned to resunie 1,H9 replenish at 500 gpm. 
The replenish flow is repeakdly cycled Iiet\ieen $0 gpm and 20 gpm until 
final topping i s  initiated. 
1.4. 3. 8 E’inal Topping. 
S-I stage liring comm:incl i s  gi \en at T -150 seconds. LOX containc>i* p re -p res su r -  
ization is initiated at T - 150 seconds, and I,H2 container pre-I,ressuri/.ation i s  ini- 
tiated at T -140 seconds. 
1 , f l . )  Y container linal topping i s  initiated 10 seconds after the a 
l h e  topping operation occurs  as fol lavs:  
1.19 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f.  
g. 
11. 
i. 
System interlock functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ,  6 ,  and 7 a r e  in effect. 
LH2 container vent Pneumatic Valves E 114 and E 115 a r e  closed by Solenoid 
Valves E209 and E210 at T -140 seconds. position-feedback signals from the 
pneumatic valves initiate a 50-to 50O-psig He pre-pressurization supply from 
valve panel B ( volume V) . 
the LH2 container through Quick-Disconnect Couplings A2653 and E250 and 
Check Valve E251 and subsequently increases  container ullage p r e s s u r e  
to approximately 36 psia. 
The pre-pressurization supply is admitted to 
Upon initiation of final topping, Solenoid Valve A3923 positions replenish 
Pneumatic Valve A3910 to provide a 500-gpm LH2 flow into the LH2 con- 
ta iner .  
At T -135 seconds, Solenoid Valve E211 is opened to ensure that vent Pneu- 
mat ic  Valves E114 and E l l 5  are closed. The solenoid valve is again closed 
a t  T -130 seconds. 
The S-IV stage LH2 container is 100 percent filled at T -90 seconds. 
propellant loading control equipment closes replenish Pneumatic Valve A39 10 
and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve Ell: ; .  The I,H2 control panel REPIEKISH 
COMPLETED indicator, and thc I,H2 components panel 100'4 TAKK LEVEI, 
ind i c at  o r a re  1 i g h te d . 
DAC 
When LH2 container p re s su re  reaches 37. 25 (h 0.75) ps ia ,  Pressure Switch 
E276 actuates and provides a signal that terminates  the He pre-pressurizat ion 
supply from v a l v e  panel n. Switch deactuation at  35. 75 (i 0. 75) psia  re- 
init iates the pressurization supply i f  LH2 container p r e s s u r e  should drop 
before vehicle launch. 
When the LH2 container is completely filled and p res su r i zed ,  t r ans fe r  line 
vent Pneum:itic Valve A3912 i s  opened by Solenoid Valve A3925. LH2 in 
the t r ans fc r  line is vented to thc> launch facility burn pond through Check Valve 
A 3378. 
The position feedl)ack signal from t r ans fe r  line vent Pneumatic Valve A3912 
opens a solenoid valve in valve panel A (volume V) to initiate a 50-psig 
He purge supply that is coupled into the t r ans fe r  line and the launch facility 
\'e n t s t :IC k . 
When DAC propellant loading control equipment s enses  that the LH2 container 
i s  100 percent fillt!d, Vacuum Pump A3751 i s  stopped, subcooler inlet Flow 
Regulator A3309 i s  closed by Solenoid Valve A3386, and €€e heat exchanger 
Ltf2 inlet Pneumatic Valve A3917 i s  closed by Solenoid Valve A3931. If the 
subcooler inlet flow regulator and the heat exchanger LH2 inlet valve fail  to 
c lose within 1 0  seconds after the closing command i s  given, t r ans fe r  line fill 
Pneumatic Valve A3306 is closed to terminate  LH2 flow. 
1.20 
I .  
At vehicle liftoff, swing a r m s  No. 2 and K O .  3 disconnect all S-IV s tage 
connections to  ground complex fill, vent, and pressurization l ines  and the 
DAC propellant loading control equipment c loses  t ransfer  line \vent Pneumatic 
Valve A3912. 
j.  
1.4.4 Launch Cancellation Operations - If a launch cancellation occurs  during o r  after 
prelaunch LH2 t r a n s f e r ,  LH2 is drained f r o m  the S-IV stage LH2 container and trans- 
f e r r e d  back to the LH2 storage tank. The system prerequis i tes  for draining a r e  the 
same as the prerequis i tes  for prelaunch LH2 t r ans fe r  Lvith one exception; DAC propel- 
lant loading control equipment places the s-IV stage in a drain status. When the neces- 
s a r y  prerequis i tes  have been satisfied and the S-IV stage is ready for draining, the 
DAC automatic control c i rcui t ry  generates a signal that lights the LHz control panel 
DRAIN STANDBY indicator. The drain sequence proceeds automatically when the LH2 
control panel DRAIN pushbutton is pressed. The DRAIN STANDBY indicator goes 
out and the DRAIN SEQUEKCE indicator is lighted. The sequence occurs  as follows: 
1.4.4. 1 Initial Setup. 
and A3931 to close subcooler LH inlet Flow Regulator A3309 and heat exchanger LH2 
inlet Pneumatic Valve A3917, respectively. 
within 10 seconds j f t e r  the DAC command i s  applied, t r ans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve 
A3306 i s  closed to prevent further L,H2 f l o ~ v .  
A DAC drain command signal i s  applied to Solenoid Valves A3386 
2 
If e i ther  A3309 o r  A3917 does not close 
1.4.4. 2 LH2 Storage Tank Venting. 
stage to LH2 Storage Tank A3753, storage tank p res su re  must  be vented. 
operation is initiated by the drain command and proceeds a s  follows: 
Before LH2 can be t ransferred from the S-IV 
The i?enting a 
a. 
b. 
C .  
d. 
e .  
f .  
The VENT STORAGE TANK indicator lamp on the LH2 control panel is lighted. 
Interlock function 6 i s  in effect. 
Vaporizer inlet Flow Regulator A3305 i s  closed by Solenoid Valve A3387 to 
p re ve n t f u r t he r s t o r age tank p re s su r iz at ion. 
Replenish Pneumatic Valve A3910 is closed by Solenoid Valves A3923 and 
A3922 and main fi l l  pneumatic Valve A2911 is closed by Solenoid Valve A3906. 
Closure of these \Talves prevents further draining of the S-IV stage LH2 con- 
tainer. 11 ciosure is  nor el'iecit:d iiiihii-1 15 seconds zftzr the ~ ! = s i n g  comm2r.d 
i s  given, t r ans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve A3306 i s  closed. Fill and drain 
Pneumatic Valve E113 is opened. 
-.- 
An S-IV stage LH2 drain sequence secu re  signal i s  relayed to DAC control 
equipment, and an S-IV LOX tank pressurization signal i s  relayed to LOC 
control equipment. 
A closed position feedback signal from Flow Regulator A:;305 opens vent 
Pneumatic V a l v e  A3304.  
indicator on the LH2 components p:inel. The storage tank is vented to the 
s to rage  area burn pond through Vent Valve A3304 and Check Valve A3365. 
The valve position is monitored by the appropriate 
1 . 2 1  
0 g. P r e s s u r e  Switch A3535 actuates when tank p r e s s u r e  drops to 2 psig and lights the VENT COMPLETED indicator on the LCC LH2 control panel. 
1.4.4.3 S-IV Stage LH2 Container Pressurizat ion.  A s  the LH2 storage tank is being 
vented, the S-IV stage LH2 container is pressurized.  When the storage tank p r e s s u r e  
drops to 8 psig o r  less ,  as sensed by P r e s s u r e  Switch A3536, the following sequence 
occurs:  
a. The PRESSURIZE S-IV TANK indicator on the LH2 control panel is lighted. 
b. Interlock functions 3, 6 and 11 a r e  in effect. 
c .  Vent Pneumatic Valves E l l 4  and E l l 5  are closed to p repa re  the LH2 container 
for pressurization. 
energizes  a solenoid va lve  in valve panel B to initiate a 50-to 5OO-pSig He 
pressurization supply. The pressurization supply en te r s  the LH2 container 
through Quick-Disconnect Couplings A2653 and E250 and Check Valve E250. 
A closed position feedback signal from the vent valves 
1 .4 .4 .4  LH2 Container Draining. LH2 container draining i s  initiated when container 
ullage p r e s s u r e  increases  to a minimum of 17 p s i g .  The LH2 control panel PRESSUR- 
IZED COMPLETE indicator l ights,  and the drain sequence occurs  as follokvs: 
a. Interlock functions 3 ,  6 ,  and 11 a r e  in  c>ffect. 
b. Main fill Pneumatic Valve A3911 and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve E113 are 
opened. If closed, t r a n s f e r  line fill Pneumatic Valve A3306 is also opened. 
c.  The LI12 control panel DRAIN indicator i s  lighted. 
d. I,H2 flows from the S-IV stage LH2 container through fill and drain Pneumatic 
Valve E 113, Quick-Disconnect Couplings E l 0 0  and A3933, Fi l ter  A3905, main 
fill Pneumatic Valve A3911, M a n u a l  Valve A3379, Subcooler A3752, t r a n s f e r  
line fi l l  Pneumatic Valve A3:306, and into the s torage tank through Manual Valve  
A3303. 
e. Temperature Switch A3575 actuates n.hen t r ans fe r  line temperture  inc reases  
to  -40G F and signals the completion of draining. 
lights the L H 2  control panel DRAIN COMPLETED indicator. 
Tempera ture  switch actuation 
1.4.  4. 5 T r a n s f e r  Line Warm-up. 
line inlet temperature inc reases  to -406 I?. 
T rans fe r  line warmup i s  initiated Lvhen the t r a n s f e r  
The sequence occur s  as fol1ou.s: 
a. The L H ~  control panel LINE W A R M - U P  indicator is lighted. 
b. Interlock functions 3 ,  6 ,  and 11 a r e  in effect. 
c. T rans fe r  line fill Pneumatic Valve  A3306 and main fill Pneumatic Valve  A3911 
are closed. 
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d ,  
e. 
f .  
g. 
h. 
i. 
System control is returned to DAC propellant loading control equipment when 
a closed position feedback signal is received from main fill Pneumatic Valve 
A3911.  
The LH2 container prepressurization supply f r o m  valve panel B is terminated. 
Transfer  line vent Pneumatic Valve A3308 i s  opened to vent the tr'ansfer line 
to the storage facility burn pond. 
Vent Pneumatic Valve A3304 is closed by the position feedback signal from 
transfer  line fi l l  Pneumatic Valve A3306,  o r  when the s torage tank ullage 
p res su re  drops to, o r  below, 2 psig. 
The t r ans fe r  line is vented for 3 hours before t r a n s f e r  line vent Pneumatic 
Valve A3308 is closed. 
Automatic seauencing terminates at  this point in the seauence, and the L H 2  
control panel LINE WARM-UP indicator lanip goes out. 
1 . 4 . 4 . 6  Manual Inerting. Manual inerting of the t r ans f s r  line and LH2 storage facil- 
ity is initiated at  the closure of transfer line vent Pneumatic Valve -43308. The READY 
FOR INERTING indicator on the LH2 control panel is lighted and the _sequence occurs  as 
follows: 
a. Solenoid Valve A3318 is closed manually from the L H  components panel, 2 
b. Manual Valves A3301,  A3303, and A 3 3 4 3  a r e  closed. 
c. Manual Valves A3336 and AS337 a r e  opened to supply low p res su re  GN2 to 
the t r a n s f e r  line. 
Valve A3337,  Orifice A3606, and Manual Valve A3348 to the t r ans fe r  line. 
The GN2 supplied at  Coupling A3937 passes  through Manual 
d. Helium heat exchanger L H  inlet Pneumatic Valve A3917 is opened for 1 
hour. Subcooler inlet Flow Regulator A3309 is opened for  5 minutes. The 
He heat exchanger and Subcooler A3732 are purged by GN 
t r ans fe r  line. 
ir.dicatn!-s on the LH, components panel. 
2 
supplied to the 
Pneumatic valve and regulator positions are monitored by 
2 
Y 
e. Steady-state vent Flow Regulator A3338 is opened by P r e s s u r e  Controller 
A3551 to vent Storage Tank A3753. 
positive p r e s s u r e  of approximately 0 . 5  psig by adjusting P r e s s u r e  Controller 
A3551. 
Tank p res su re  may be maintained at a 
1.4.5 S-IV Stage L H 2  Utilization 
1.4.5. 1 LH2 Container Pressurization. L H 2  container pressurization provides 
necessa ry  structural  integrity to the S-IV stage propellant tank and provides a net 
positive L H 2  suction head to the RL1L)A-3 engine fuel pumps. During the period 
betLveen L H 2  replenish operations and RLIOA-3 engine shutdown, the L H 2  container 
receives  four levels of pressurization. 
1 . 2 3  
. .  
a. The S-IV stage LH2 Container E102 is pressurized to a nominal p r e s s u r e  of 
36.5 psia  during LH2 replenish operations. 
DAC propellant loading control commands when the LH2 container is 95 per-  
cent filled. Immediately p r io r  to l if toff ,  P r e s s u r e  Switch E 278 signals ina- 
dequate tank p res su re  for liftoff i f  tank p res su re  drops to 33.5 ( 0.5) psia, 
and the launch is halted. Howe\.er, if p re s su re  i s  34.5 ( f 0.5)  ps ia ,  the 
p r e s s u r e  switch signals rhinimum pres su re  for liftoff and the launch opera- 
tions a r e  continued. 
psia  and 35.75 (f 0.75) psia ,  P r e s s u r e  Switch E276 controls the opening 
of a prepressurization solenoid valve in  valve panel B. 
Pressurizat ion is initiated by 
To maintain container p r e s s u r e  between 37. 25 ( *  0.75) 
b. LH2 container p r e s s u r e  remains substantially constant during S-I powered 
flight until the LH2 p re - s t a r t  command i s  initiated. 
drop occurs  however, during LH2 chilldown of the RLlOA-3 engine. 
Switch E277 opens Solenoid Valve E257 and E255 to admit make-up p r e s s u r e  
to  the LH container from the S-IV stage control pressurization system if 
p r e s s u r e  drops to 30.5 ( i 0.5,  psia. 
Solenoid Valve E257, Check Valve E258, Orifice E259 and E253, Solenoid 
Valve E255,and Orifice E256,increases tank p r e s s u r e  to 31. 5 ( 
and make-up pressuriz:ition stops. 
pressurization between 30. 5 (f 0. 5 ) psia and 31. 5 ( *0. 5 ) psia until chill- 
down operations a r e  completed. 
r ende r s  the make-up pressu~’ i~ : i t ion  system inoperative for the remainder of 
S-IV stage powered llight. 
A n  appreciable p r e s s u r e  
P r e s s u r e  
2 
He at 3000 psig,  supplied through 
0.51 psia  
P r e s s u r e  Skyitch E 277 controls container 
A system interlock lunction at  T +4.6 seconds 
c. When RLlUA-3 chilldo\vn i s  initiated, additional LH, container pressurization 
is provided, as required,  by the action of LH2 container P r e s s u r e  Snitch 
E279. P r e s s u r e  Switch E279 actuates Solenoid Valve E254 at a container 
ullage p re s su re  of 27. 5 ( f- 0. 5, psia and remains operative until the propel- 
lant utilization system conim:inds Solenoid Valve E 254 to remain open during 
the la t ter  period of S-IV stage po\vered flight. 
dered inoperative as long as the ullage p re s su re  remains above 29. 5 ( 1 0. 5) 
psia. 
T 44.6 seconds, Lvlien the make-up pressurization system is rendered inop- 
erative.  
2 
The p r e s s u r e  s\vitch is ren-  
Solenoid Va11.e E 254 provides He for container pressurization until 
d. After engine ignition, ~ € 1 ~  container pressurization i s  supplied Iiy 340-psia 
GI12 f rom I<Id10A-3 engine I J I I  container pressurization lines. The prcssure 
i s  reduced to approximately 34 psig by Orifice E253 to maintain adequate 
tank p res su re  as  L H 2  is depleted. 
addition:il IIe t o  the> I , I ~ *  container tlirou$i Orif ice  ~ 2 ~ i ( i  upon receipt of :I 
command signal from F r e s s u r e  Switch E277 that indicates a container p r e s -  
suw drop I)elo\\, :IU. 5 ( & 0. 5) psia.  p r e s s u r e  Scvitch E277  controls the. open- 
ing and closing o f  the electropneumatic vaI1.e to maintain LH2 cont:iincr p ~ s -  
s u w  at 30.5 ( 
e n g i ne  ign it i on. 
2 
Electropneumatic Valve E255 supplies 
> 
0 . 5 )  p s i3  until appr0xim:itely 370 seconds after RL10A-3 
1.24 
. -  
. I  
e. Additional LH2 container pressurization is required during the las t  100 sec- 
onds of powered flight to ensure that a net positive suction head i s  maintaine'd 
at  the RL10A-3 engine turbopump inlets. At approximately 370 seconds af ter  
RLlOA-3 engine ignition, a propellant utilization system command opens 
Electropneumatic Valve E254 to  admit additional GH2 f rom the engine LH2 
container pressurization lines to the LH2 container. 
340 psig is applied to  Orifice E252, and the flow through the orifice inc reases  
container p r e s s u r e  approximately 10 psig. F o r  the remainder  of S-IV stage 
powered flight, LH container pressurization is maintained by Electropneu- 
inatic Valve E254 and Orifices E252 and E253. 
GH2 a t  approximately 
2 
f .  Differential Pressure Switch E 275 prevents the possible collapse of the 
LH /LOX bulkhead should LH container p r e s s u r e  exceed LOX container 
p r e s s u r e  during flight. When LH2 container p r e s s u r e  exceeds LOX container 
p r e s s u r e  by 1 ( i 0. 1) psid,  Differential P r e s s u r e  Switch E275 actuates and 
sends a signal that energizes Solenoid Valve E209. 
through the solenoid valve opens vent Pneumatic Valve E 115, thereby reducing 
L H  container p re s su re .  
2 2 
Control p re s su re  flow 
2 
g. Vent 'Pneumatic Valves E 114 and E 115 provide LH container overpressure 2 
protectior. by relieving excess  p r e s s u r e  a t  44 psia.  The valves r e sea t  at  
41 psia. 
1.4.5. 2 LH Consumption. LH consumption i s  initiated during RLlOA-3 engine 
chilldown. $he fuel inlet shutof?Pneurnatic Valves El ( volume IX, are opened during 
SI/S-IV stage separation to supply L H  to the RLlOA-3 engines. LH flows from the 
LH container, through each of six suction l ines and fuel inlet shutof?Pneumatic Valves 
E l  ?o each  RLlOA-3 engine turbopump inlet. During engine operation, the LH2 m a s s  
flow to each engine is approximately 5.88 pounds p e r  second. Sensor E107 s e n s e s  
LH container LH level and provides continuous monitor signals to the S-IV stage 
2 2 propellant utilization ( P U )  system. When LH depletes to approximately 83 pounds 
of residual fuel, the S-IV stage P U  system initiates engine cutoff. 
2 
2 
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SECTION 2 
INDEX OF FISDISG NUMBERS 
a 
This  section contains an alpha-numerical l is t ,  by finding number,  of LH2 fuel sys t em 
components that function during a prelaunch countdown, during vehicle flight, o r  in 
the event of a launch cancellation. 
on system schematic diagrams provided in section 3, Additional columns in the index 
of finding numbers provide such pertinent information a s  component description and 
function, pa r t  number,  and the supplier’s name and p a r t  number. A break \vi11 occur  
in the alpha-numeric sequence of finding numbers when a component or  component 
series is non-functional during the countdown, functional only in the event of a mal- 
function, functionnl only during a maintenance operation, o r  p a r t  of another functional 
sys  tem . 
The finding numbers l isted identify components 
The le t ter  prefix of a finding number identifies the component with ei thcr  the launch 
complex o r  an a r e a  of the launch vehicle. The a r e a  associated with each prefix is 
n o t e d be 1 ow. 
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SECTION 3 
RZEC ILASICAL SC HE hlATICS 
This  section contains mechanical scheiiiatics that ref lect  all LH 
chanical symbols used,  see hISFC-STD-162. 
fuel sys tem compo- 
nents  that  function during a normal countdoivn sequence. For a % efinition of the me-  
3 . 1  
APPESDIX A 
LISTING O F  LAUKCH VEHICLE SA-8 ABD LAUSCH COMPLEX 37B VOLUMES 
Volume 
I 
I1 
I I1 
IV 
V 
VI 
VI1 
VI11 
IX 
X 
Title 
RP-1  Fuel System 
LOX System 
LH Fuel System 
Si t rogen and Helium Storage Facility 
Pneumatic Distribution System 
Environmental Conditioning Systems 
Launch Pad Accessor ies  
H-1 Engine and Hydraulic System 
RLlOA-3 Engine and Hydraulic System 
Separation and Flight Termination Systems 
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